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Abstrak
 

The goal  of long  term development 2005 -b2025 is to realize a progress, self - reliant  and fair nation as the

foundation for next development stages to fair and  welfare people  in the  framework of the Republic of

Indonesia based on Pancasila (Five Principles) and Undang-Undang Dasar 1945 (Constitution). Indicator of

ahieving the Indonesian progress, self-reliant and fair, the  next 20byears National Development is directed

to the acievement fundamental  targets  as follow:  a realizing good moral , civilized and humanized

character of Indonesian people,b, realizing a competable nation to reach more prosperous and welfare , c.

realizing democracy  nation of  Indonesia  under law and justice, d. realizing safety and peace for the whole

of Indonesian  people  and protect the unity of Republic of Indonesia  and state sovereignty of foreign or

domestic  threat  and realizing a fair distribution development and everlasting harmony state ,f. realizing

Indonesia  as strong , progress and self - reliant archipelago state,g. realizing Indonesian role in international

relationship. Al those indicators are ideal hope for Indonesia in nation and state  living. Hovewer  those

should be supported by estabilishing  goog regional  regulation. In the framework estabilishing good

regional regulation, need some first steps, they are : Firstly, Establishment  of Togetherness Vision on ideal

condition which will be reached. Secondly, scale of priority  which arrangement that will be  prioritized as

central point and covers other arrangements. Thirdly  process of vertical hormonization to carry out a

syncronized complete whole  organization  or arrangement compared to other similar or higher arrangement

together with  law principles . Forth  arrangement must aim to development targets achievement in Local

Long Term Development  Plan (RPJPD) and Local Middle Term Development Plan (RPJMD). Fifth, those

organizations or arrangement should be able to solve the emerging issues.
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